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FC Pyunik v Wolves

Ticket allocation
We have been informed by FC Pyunik that we will receive an
allocation of 1000 tickets for the fixture with tickets priced £1.

Kick Off 5pm (UK time) 8pm (Local time)
Vazgen Sargsyan Republican Stadium,
Yerevan, Armenia

Sale dates
Gold & silver ASTH: Monday 5th August, 10am
Season ticket holders Monday 5th August, 1pm
Members: Monday 5th August, 3pm

UEFA Europa League Qualifying Round 3
Thursday 8th August 2019

Ticket Collection
Tickets for the match must be collected from the following
address: Elitar Travel Company Office, 13/2 Zakiyan Str, Yerevan.
Wolves ticket office staff will be in place at the collection point
between 10am and 6pm on Thursday 8th August. Please see
the map opposite. The office will be clearly marked as the ticket
collection point on the day of the game.
Supporters will be required to show valid Photo ID such as a
passport or drivers’ licence when collecting tickets, and the
ID must bear the name of the ticket owner. Tickets must be
collected individually. Other ID or photocopies will not be
accepted.
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Travelling
to Yerevan

By air
Due to the short notice of the fixture being confirmed, we
will not be running any official travel to this fixture.
The main city airport in Yerevan is Zvarnots airport
located 14km (20 mins drive) from the stadium. The
only means of transport from the airport to the city
centre are bus or taxi. Supporters can travel with the Airport
Express (EliteBus) between the airport and the city. This bus
takes 30 to 40 minutes to Yeritasardakan metro station, on
the edge of the city centre close to Freedom Square. Buses
run every 30 minutes and cost 300AMD for a single ticket.
The airport is the only realistic means of access to Yerevan as
the borders from neighbouring Turkey and Azerbaijan are closed.
Vazgen Sorgsyan Republican Stadium
65 Vardanants Street, Yerevan 0070
Due to the insufficient size of their stadium for UEFA
competition, FC Pyunik currently rent the 14,290
capacity Vazgen Sorgsyan Republican Stadium.
The stadium is located approximately 2km from Yerevan
city centre, around a 25 minute walk. Taxis are readily
available and take around 7 minutes to get to the stadium.
Your hotel should be able to arrange at taxi for you.
All spectator access is via a gate on the west side
perimeter of the stadium. Wolves fans will be located
in the North East corner, this section is not segregated
externally but is enclosed by a metal fence. The fence will
not obstruct the view for supporters. Wolves supporters
will access the stadium by turnstiles 1 to 5.
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Useful
information
Armenian currency is the Dram which
is difficult to purchase in the UK. Cash
machines and ATMs are available
in the arrivals area of the airport
and are also located throughout
Yerevan city centre. Most UK credit
or debit cards are accepted in stores
and restaurants in Yerevan
English is not widely spoken in Armenia,
however most hotel staff will speak
good English. We recommend using
hotel staff to assist in booking taxis for
you, agreeing a price before the journey.
Yerevan is a safe city and FC Pyunik
fans are welcoming and friendly,
however fans are advised to take the
usual precautions when travelling
abroad and to be respectful to locals
For the latest UK government advice
on visiting Armenia please visit www.
gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/armenia
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Searches / Prohibited Items
Metal detector wands will be used on turnstiles upon entry
to the stadium. Bags will be allowed into the stadium but
will be searched before entering through the turnstiles.
No bottles of any kind will be permitted inside the stadium.
Other prohibited items are the usual items as seen in the UK.
Alcohol will not be served at the stadium.
Following the full time whistle, Wolves supporters
will be asked to remain in their seat for 10
minutes to allow the external area to clear.
Disabled Supporters
FC Pyunik will provide 7 spaces for supporters who require
use of a wheelchair, and their carer. These tickets will be
located in a shared facility with home supporters. Entry will
be via the North West gate, adjacent to the turnstiles.
Recommended pre-match areas for Wolves supporters
It is advised that the Republican Square in Yerevan city
centre is a suitable location for Wolves supporters to
gather. Republican Square is close to a number of bars and
restaurants and is approximately 2km from the stadium.
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Important
contact details
Wolves staff will be on hand in
Yerevan ahead of the game to
provide a ticket collection service.
Wolves will also provide staff and
stewards who will be located at
the stadium to provide a familiar
face on the day of the game.
Wolves Supporter Services
help@wolves.co.uk
Wolves Supporter Liaison Officer
Dave Wood
0371 222 1877

What to eat
Traditional food in Armenia
Basturma	A thinly sliced, seasoned cured beef
included in Armenian meat platters
Khoravat	Barbecued meat, marinated and
grilled over a wood fire
Kashlama

Slow cooked lamb or beef with vegetables

Lavash		

Traditional Armenian flatbread

Dolma		

Rolled vine leaves stuffed with meat and rice

Gata		Armenian sweet bread served as
a dessert with tea or coffee
Churchkela 	(Armenian Snickers) String of walnuts
dipped into mixed fruit juices then dried
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Safe TraVeLS
We hope you have a great time!
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